[1] Characteristics of the cross-frontal water exchange over Georges Bank are investigated through a sequence of numerical model experiments featuring realistic three-dimensional (3-D) bathmetry, bi-monthly averaged climatological stratification, tidal forcing, and mean and observed wind-forcing. The model used in this study is the ECOM-si version of the Blumberg and Mellor [1987] primitive equation model with Mellor-Yamada [1982] level 2.5 turbulence closure. The model domain includes Georges Bank and the Gulf of Maine, and is forced at the open ocean boundary by the semidurnal M 2 tide. Fluid particles were tracked in the 3-D, time-dependent Eulerian flow field to examine the Lagrangian flow field, and passive tracer experiments were conducted to investigate the relative roles of advection and turbulent diffusion on cross-frontal exchange. Two distinct paths for the on-bank water movement were detected on Georges Bank: one is over the northwestern flank of the bank where the bottom topography changes sharply in both along-and cross-bank directions, and the other is near the bottom around the bank where the tidal mixing front is located. Over the northern flank, the cross-bank component of the Lagrangian residual current is generally opposite in direction to that of the Eulerian residual current, resulting in an on-bank, cross-frontal water transport near the bottom. Over the southern flank, the near-bottom water tends to converge toward the tidal mixing and shelf-break fronts, so that the near-bottom flow over the shelf between these two fronts is divergent. The response to wind-forcing varied with ambient stratification and water depth. In winter, strong winds can drive a significant off-bank water transport, tending to ''wash out'' the bank. In summer, winds are generally too weak to alter the general pattern of tidal-driven particle motion within the mixed region on the crest of the bank and the surrounding tidal mixing front. Some wind-driven off-bank transport occurs near the surface in the stratified region on the outer southern flank, but this has little influence on water movement near the bottom. Passive tracer experiments reveal that the net cross-frontal water flux near the bottom is caused primarily by advection and horizontal diffusion. Tidal-induced vertical diffusion tends to make the tracer mix rapidly upward, thus reducing the percent of the cross-frontal flux due to advection. Our new model results are consistent with previous model studies of Georges Bank, and agree in general with drifter and dye patches observed in the U.S. GLOBEC NW Atlantic/ Georges Bank program.
Introduction
[2] The cross-frontal exchange of water, nutrients and biota plays a critical role in the maintenance and evolution of the Georges Bank (GB) ecosystem. Strong semidiurnal tidal currents cause strong vertical mixing which results in a well-defined density front around the shallow crest of the Bank during spring throughfall [Flagg, 1987; Loder and Wright, 1985] . This front is located near the $40-m isobath on the northern flank and $40 to 60-m isobaths over the eastern and southern flanks, which separates the mixed water on the top from the stratified water on the flank. The highest phytoplankton concentrations (as evidenced by chlorophyll-a) are generally found in the mixed area of the Bank though out spring and summer, indicating a significant flux of nutrients onto the Bank and across the tidal mixing front in addition to local recycling [Horne et al., 1989; Franks and Chen, 1996] . Such fluxes are required to fuel the primary and secondary production on GB.
[3] Physical mechanisms responsible for cross-frontal transport have received considerable attention in the U.S. GLOBal ECosystem (GLOBEC) NW Atlantic/Georges Bank program. Chen and Beardsley [1998] investigated the tidally-driven cross-bank residual flow using a twodimensional (2-D) primitive equation model with crossbank topography. They found that on-bank, cross-frontal transport could occur in the bottom boundary layer as a result of asymmetric tidal mixing over time. Further analysis by Pringle and Franks [2001] using an analytic bottom boundary layer model clearly illustrates this mechanism. Chen and Beardsley [1998] also found that the Lagrangian and Eulerian residual flows were generally in opposite directions over the steep northern slope during strong stratification conditions, providing a pathway for upslope nutrient supply during summer. The near-bottom, on-bank Lagrangian residual flow was described first by Loder et al. [1997] . Based on fluid particle tracking in a tidally-driven 3-D homogenous flow field, they found that the Stokes' drift contribution was similar in magnitude to the Eulerian residual flow, leading to on-bank water movement near the bottom.
[4] Despite these initial studies, the physical mechanisms that control the on-bank and cross-frontal transport of water and material on stratified GB are still not well examined. For example, are the results from the idealized 2-D model experiments of Chen and Beardsley [1998] and Franks and Chen [1996] still valid for realistic 3-D GB bathymetry? How does the Stokes' drift velocity and Lagrangian residual flow vary with stratification, bottom slope, and tidal intensity? How does water move in the bottom boundary layer on the southern flank between tidal mixing and shelf-break fronts? Where are the primary paths for on-bank and crossfrontal water movement on GB? These related questions about cross-frontal exchange on GB remain unanswered.
[5] This paper seeks to reexamine the influences of bottom topography, stratification, and wind-forcing on the Lagrangian residual circulation and cross-frontal exchange on GB. Roworth and Signell [1998] recently complied a new high-resolution (15 sec in latitude and longitude spacing; $0.5 km) U.S.G.S. digital bathymetric database for the Gulf of Maine (GOM)/GB domain. We used this database to configure a new 3-D primitive equation model, which Chen et al. [2001] used to investigate tidal simulation and the formation of the tidal mixing fronts on the Bank. Here we use the model to conduct initial value experiments using both bi-monthly averaged climatological temperature and salinity fields and idealized stratification as initial conditions, open boundary tidal forcing, and mean and timedependent surface wind stress forcing. Fluid particles were tracked in the resulting 3-D Eulerian flow fields to determine the Lagrangian flow over the Bank with special focus on on-bank and cross-frontal exchange. A semianalytical model was also developed to demonstrate the robustness of the Lagrangian residual flow fields predicted using the 3-D discrete numerical circulation model.
[6] The rest of this paper is structured as follows. The 3-D model and experimental design are described in section 2. The model results of the bi-monthly-averaged Eulerian, Lagrangian, and Stokes' drift currents are presented in sections 3 and 4. Characteristics of the 3-D particle motion over the Bank are examined in section 5, a passive tracer experiment is summarized in section 6, and analysis with a simple analytical model is presented in section 7. Discussion and conclusions are summarized in section 8.
The Model and Numerical Design
[7] The numerical model used in this study is the ECOMsi version of the 3-D coastal ocean circulation model developed originally by Blumberg and Mellor [1987] . The model incorporates the Yamada [1974, 1982] level 2.5 turbulent closure scheme (MY2.5) as modified by Galperin et al. [1988] to provide a time and space-dependent parameterization of vertical turbulent mixing. The model uses the s-coordinate in the vertical and curvilinear orthogonal coordinates in the horizontal. The model incorporates the semiimplicit scheme developed by Casulli [1990] that allows the barotropic pressure gradient in the momentum equations and the velocity convergence in the continuity equation to be treated implicitly. A detailed description of the model and GOM/GB configuration is given in Chen et al. [2001] .
[8] The numerical model domain covers the GOM/GB region and is enclosed by an open boundary running from the New Jersey shelf to the Nova Scotia shelf (Figure 1 ). The orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system was chosen to give better horizontal resolution over the GOM/GB, varying from 1.5-3 km over GB and in the interior region of the GOM expanding to 4 -20 km near the open boundary. Thirty-one uniform s-levels were used in the vertical, providing 1.3-4 m vertical resolution over the depth range 40-120 m on GB, and 10 m over the off-bank depth of 300 m. The bottom depth at each model grid point was interpolated directly from the new USGS bathymetric database. The model time step was 207 sec, resulting in 216 time steps over a M 2 (12.42 hours) tidal cycle.
[9] The model is forced along the open boundary by the surface M 2 tidal elevation and phase taken from the global 0.5°Â 0.5°inverse tidal model of Egbert et al. [1994] . No flux boundary conditions for temperature and salinity are specified. A gravity wave radiation condition on current was applied at the open boundary to minimize energy reflection into the computational domain. To examine the impact of wind-forcing on fluid particle movement, experiments were conducted using wind stress time series estimated using moored meteorological measurements collected in 1995 on the southern flank of the Bank (Figure 2) .
[10] The model was run as an initial value problem with bi-monthly averaged temperature and salinity fields for January-February, March -April, May -June, JulyAugust, September -October, and November -December. Hydrographic fields were prepared by investigators at the Bedford Institute of Oceanography and were available from the Dartmouth College Ocean Modeling Group web site http://www-nml.dartmouth.edu) [Naimie et al., 1994; Naimie, 1996] . To facilitate comparison with the 2-D and 3-D model results presented by Chen and Beardsley [1998] , Chen et al. [2001] , and Loder et al. [1997] , we also ran the model as an initial value problem with homogenous and vertically linear temperature conditions. In the latter case, the initial temperature varied from 15°C at the surface to 6°C at a depth of 300 m. The basic patterns found in this case were very similar to those in the bi-monthly case for May -June, so they were not included in the text.
[11] Fluid particles were tracked by solving the x, y, and z velocity equations
where u, v, and v are the x, y, and s velocity components.
The relation between v and w is defined as
where w is the vertical velocity in the z coordinate direction. Equations shown in (1) were integrated by means of a fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme with a truncation error of order (Át)
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. Particle velocities used in this calculation were obtained using a bilinear interpolation from eight nearest grid points. At each time step, each particle was checked to see if it was located inside the numerical domain. If a particle hit the bottom, it was automatically removed from further consideration.
[12] The fourth-order Runge-Kutta method requires that the time step Át satisfy the criterion ÁtK < 0.05, where K is an upper bound of the spatial gradient of velocity. In our numerical experiments, K can be approximated by w (the M 2 tidal frequency), which yields Átw % 0.029 for Át = 207 sec, which satisfies the above criterion. We tracked particles in the model space (x, y, s) and then converted their trajectories back to the physical space (x, y, z). This method avoids the interpolation errors due to repeated transformations from s-to z-coordinate.
Bi-monthly Averaged Eulerian Residual Circulation
[13] In the model experiments started with the bi-monthly averaged temperature and salinity fields, the residual flow reached a quasi-steady state after about 10 model days, at which time the difference in residual flow over two subsequent tidal cycles was less than 0.5 cm/s in the absolute value and 0.7 cm/s in the standard deviation. Maps of surface-to-bottom density difference (Ás SB ) (Figure 3) show the water to be vertically well mixed over GB in January -February and March -April. If we define the mixed region as the area of Ás SB 0.5, this region becomes smaller and migrates toward the crest as stratification develops in May through August. A well-defined on- bank edge of the tidal mixing front is found around GB, located between the 50-to 60-m isobaths on the southern flank and near the 40-m isobath on the northern flank in July -August.
[14] The mean Eulerian residual flow field in these experiments was computed as the average over one tidal cycle after the initial 10 model day spin-up. As examples, in winter (January -February), two currents are dominant on GB (Figure 4 , upper panel). The first is the tidally induced, topographically controlled clockwise residual circulation found around the crest of the bank, where a strong eastward/southeastward current jet of 15 to 18 cm/s forms along the edge of the northern flank and a relatively weaker and wider westward flow of 5 to 8 cm/s in the region shallower than 60 m on the southern flank. The second is a buoyancyinduced, westward mean current located near the 100-m isobath at the shelf break of the southern flank. These circulation patterns change only gradually from January through April. In summer (July -August), the clockwise residual circulation over the top of GB is significantly stronger as a result of the formation of the strong tidal mixing fronts over the northern and southern flanks (Figure 4 , lower panel). The maximum velocity of the residual current reached 35 to 45 cm/s on the northwestern flank, 30 to 35 cm/s on the northern flank, and 5 to 10 cm/s on the southern flank. The residual flow on the southern flank moved generally westward along the local isobaths, with several divergence and convergence zones between tidal and shelf-break fronts. Also, the surface currents tended to converge toward the tidal mixing front near the 50-m isobath and the shelf-break front near the 100-m isobath on the southern flank. The strong westward current found on the southern flank was due to the seasonal increase in stratification and the on-bank flows along the northwestern and northeastern flanks.
[15] The seasonal variation in the tidal mixing and shelfbreak fronts and residual flow on GB were clearly illustrated in cross-bank distributions of temperature, salinity, and along-bank residual current ( Figure 5 ). The tidal mixing front is characterized by strong temperature gradients, while the shelf-break front is dominated by persistent salinity gradients with the seasonal addition of the temperature field. In January -February, temperature and salinity were vertically well mixed on GB, with a weak salinity front at the northern edge and a relatively strong temperature/ salinity front near the 80-to 90-m isobaths on the southern flank. In July -August, these two fronts intensified considerably and a cold core of shelf water formed near the bottom between tidal mixing and shelf-break fronts. Correspondingly, the January-February cross-bank section of Eulerian residual flow featured eastward flow along the northern edge and weaker westward flow over the southern flank. Figure 1 . The mean wind stress during these two months was 0.113 dyne/cm 2 and 0.014 dyne/cm 2 in amplitude and 108°N and 39°N in direction, respectively. These flows became stronger during July -August. Two relatively high velocity cores were found over the southern flank in corresponding to tidal mixing and shelf-break fronts.
[16] Cross-bank sections of the mean Eulerian residual vertical current field featured a single circulation cell over the slope of the northern flank and multiple cells on the southern flank throughout the year (Figure 6 ). On the northern slope, the velocity field showed a convergent tendency toward the tidal mixing front near the surface, with a strong upward on-bank flow on the deep side and a weaker downward off-bank flow on the bank. This downward flow occurred near the bottom in all seasons, and tended to be recirculated upward in the upper 150 m off the bank. This circulation cell gradually intensified from winter to summer and then weakened again in fall. The maximum downward speed of the residual flow near the bottom increased from about 0.01 cm/s in January -February to 0.015 cm/s in July -August, occurring at depths of 50 and 100 m, respectively.
[17] On the southern flank, the wintertime circulation was mostly driven by tidal rectification in the mixed region and by buoyancy forcing at the shelf break. An upward velocity was found around the 30-m isobath, where the water depth decreased by about 20-m over a distance of 2 km. Apparent convergence zones existed near the surface between the 30-and 50-m isobaths in January -February. The relatively symmetric multiple circulation cells seen in July -August were consistent with the surface convergence and divergence flow pattern (as shown in Figure 4 ). An apparent near-surface convergence zone was also found at the shelf break, weakest in January-February and stronger in JulyAugust. Downward flow occurred near the bottom of the slope at the shelf break in all seasons. The formation of multiple cells found on the southern flank of GB in summer seems to be caused by nonlinear wave interaction. By comparison of numerical results with analytical solutions derived by Zimmerman [1989a, 1989b] , suggested that these multiple cells are caused by nonlinear interactions of barotropic and baroclinic waves over the small amplitude bottom topography. This suggestion also was supported by the example of the interaction of baroclinic and barotropic tidal currents shown by Loder and Horne [1991] . Both Loder and Horne [1991] and Chen et al.'s [1995] results show that the cross-bank scale of the cells is related to the baroclinic tidal wavelength.
[18] The 3-D Eulerian residual circulation patterns described above are in general consistent with previous modeling experiments conducted by Naimie et al. [1994] and Naimie [1996] using the Dartmouth finite element model with bi-monthly averaged stratification and by Chen et al. [2001] using the ECOM-si finite difference model with idealized summertime stratification. Naimie et al. [1994] and Naimie [1996] were the first to simulate the seasonal distribution of stratified residual flow in the Gulf of Maine/GB. A detailed discussion on the similarity between finite element and finite difference model results was given in Chen et al. [2001] . The cross-bank structure of our new 3-D model solutions (Figures 5 and 6) is predicted well by our earlier 2-D model experiments with idealized summertime stratification Chen and Beardsley, 1995] . Both 2-D and 3-D models show quite similar tidal-induced residual circulation patterns at the northern edge and on the southern flank, indicative of the quasi-2-D nature of the flow over the center of the bank.
[19] It should be noted that our present model results show a more complex residual circulation over GB than that predicted by Naimie [1996] , particularly in July -August when our model predicts multiple convergence and divergence regions between the tidal mixing and shelf-break fronts that do not appear in Namie's numerical solutions. Since the climatological conditions of temperature and salinity are the same in the ECOM-si and Dartmouth models and multiple secondary circulation cells also appear in our 2-D experiments with spatially smoothed topography, we believe that this difference in complexity is most likely due to the different advective numerical schemes used in the ECOM-si and Dartmouth models.
Residual Lagrangian Circulation and Stokes' Drift
[20] The residual Lagrangian velocityṼ L is defined here as the fluid particle velocity averaged over one tidal cycle. The Stokes' velocityṼ S is equal to the difference between the residual Lagrangian (Ṽ L ) and
where T is the M 2 tidal period, andX T andX o are the end and start positions of a particle over T. To calculate the Lagrangian current, we released a fluid particle at each grid point at the beginning of the second tidal cycle on the 10th model day (X o ) and tracked this particle in the 4-D (x, y, s, t) model solution for one tidal cycle to obtainX T .Ṽ L andṼ S were then computed using (3).
[21] The model results showed that the Eulerian and Lagrangian residual circulations differed significantly throughout the year (Figures 4 and 7 ). For example, in both January -February and July -August, at the surface on the northern and northeastern flanks, the Eulerian flow had a strong on-bank component while the Lagrangian current was more parallel to the local topography. Similar differences were found on the southern flank, where the Lagrangian currents were more closely aligned with the topography, especially between the tidal mixing and shelfbreak fronts in summer. In July -August, the Lagrangian currents converged toward the outer edge of the tidal mixing front near the 60-m isobath.
[22] In both January -February and July -August, the surface Stokes' velocityṼ S varied with water depth, larger over the top of GB and along the entire northern edge of the bank (where tidal currents were strongest or the bottom slope steep) and smaller in the region deeper than 60 m on the southern flank where the bottom slope was smaller (Figure 8 ). On the top of GB, the Lagrange-Euler difference causedṼ S to be cyclonic, opposite in direction and comparable in magnitude to the Eulerian mean currentṼ E . Herẽ V S accounted for about 40% to 80% ofṼ E , thus reducing the net Lagrangian flow. On the northeastern flank, especially during summer,Ṽ S was directed off-bank with speeds comparable toṼ E . Because of the cancellation betweenṼ S andṼ E , the Lagrangian current was more parallel to the local topography and roughly 60-70% smaller thanṼ E . On the southern flank, between tidal mixing and shelf-break fronts,Ṽ S exhibited multiple regions of divergence and convergence in the cross-bank direction. The cancellation betweenṼ S andṼ E caused relatively smoothed, alongisobath Lagrangian flow in that area.Ṽ E was generally smaller near the shelf-break where the tidal currents were weaker and the mean flow was dominated by the buoyancydriven flow associated with the shelf-break front.
[23] The disparity in direction and magnitude betweenṼ L andṼ E was illustrated in cross-bank distributions of vertical velocity (Figures 6 and 9) . In January -February and JulyAugust, on the northern flank,Ṽ L showed strong upward flow over the bottom, which was opposite to the downward flow found inṼ E .Ṽ L exhibited two maximum upward velocities near the bottom: one near the 50-m isobath at the edge of the bank and the other near the 100-m isobath on the slope. The strong upward flow found off the bank iñ V E was replaced by a strong downward flow inṼ L , with maximum velocities at 60-to 70-m depths.
[24] On the southern flank, the Lagrangian and Eulerian residual vertical velocities were opposite near the 50-m isobath where there was a sharp change in the bottom slope. V L exhibited strong upward flow near the 50-m isobath, with maximum vertical velocities at the bottom in JanuaryFebruary when the water was vertically and horizontally well mixed, and at the depth of 25 to 40 m below surface in July -August where large horizontal temperature and salinity gradients occurred. This upward flow intensified in summer and fall as a result of the formation of the tidal mixing front near the 50-to 60-m isobaths. Comparison of the cross-bank distributions of temperature ( Figure 5 ) and Lagrangian vertical velocity (Figure 9 ) showed that the near-surface convergence zone inṼ L was on the stratified side of the tidal mixing front (about 5 km offbank from the inner edge of the front) in July-August and not at the edge of the front.
[25] Between the tidal mixing and shelf-break fronts, the difference between the vertical Lagrangian and Eulerian velocity fields was small in winter and early spring (January to April) (when the water was vertically and horizontally well mixed) but increased as seasonal stratification developed in late spring and summer and both fronts strengthen. For example, in July -August, multiple secondary circulation cells occurred inṼ E between these fronts, while these features almost disappeared inṼ L .
[26] By definition (3),Ṽ L andṼ E differed byṼ S . However, a physical explanation can be given for the model Figure 5 . Cross-bank distribution of temperature (upper), salinity (middle), and along-bank current (lower) on section 1 (Figure 1 ) for the January -February and July -August bi-monthly averaged stratification cases. In the current plot, the solid lines denote eastward flow (into the page), and the dashed lines westward flow (out of the page). The contour intervals are 1.0°C, 0.2, and 2.0 cm/s. Stokes' drift, which is caused by the spatial difference in amplitude and phase of cross-bank tidal velocity over the steep bottom slope [Loder et al., 1997] . In winter, the top and flanks of the bank are essentially un-stratified. The sharp change in the barotropic cross-bank tidal flow over steep topography produces a strong nonlinear interaction between the along-and cross-bank components of the tidal current. This generates a strong Stokes' drift over the northern flank and near the 50-m isobath on the southern flank [Loder et al., 1997; Chen and Beardsley, 1998 ]. The vertical component of this Stokes's drift is generally larger than the Eulerian component, causing the Lagrangian vertical flow to oppose the Eulerian flow (Figure 10 ).
[27] As stratification increased in spring and summer, internal tidal flow develops on both northern and southern flanks , which tends to enhance the nonlinear interaction between tidal currents and produces a stronger Stokes' drift. This summertime intensification of V S results in a stronger upslope residual Lagrangian flow on the northern flank and weakened secondary Eulerian circulation cells in the stratified region between the tidal mixing and shelf-break fronts on the southern flank. Similar features are evident on the northeastern and northwestern flanks, where relatively strong Lagrangian upward flow occurs near the bottom in opposition to the vertical Eulerian velocity, implying that this is a general feature around the northeastern-northern-northernwestern flanks of GB. Multiple Stokes velocity cells on the southern flank are very similar to those found by Loder and Horne [1991] , which is believed to be caused by the nonlinear interaction of barotropic and baroclinic tidal currents.
Tidal-and Wind-Forced Particle Motion
[28] To investigate the influence of tidal and wind-forcing on particle motion, we conducted particle tracking experiments using three external forcing functions: tide only, tide plus mean wind stress, and tide plus time-dependent wind stress. Particles were released at each grid point at the beginning of the 11th model day and tracked for one month in two bi-monthly stratification cases, July -August and January -February. The wind stress time series used here was estimated using moored meteorological measurements made on the southern flank during 1995 and the TOGA/ COARE bulk parameterizations [Beardsley et al., 2002] . The wind stress was averaged over each bi-monthly period to obtain the mean wind stress for that case. The wind stress was assumed to be uniform in space.
July--August Case
[29] Trajectories of particles released at the first s-level (''near-surface'') and the s-level closest to the bottom (''near-bottom'') are shown in Figure 11 . With only tidal forcing, the near-surface particles tend to move clockwise around GB, with speeds of 30 to 40 cm/s on the northwestern edge, 25 to 30 cm/s on the northern edge, and 2 to 10 cm/s near the tidal mixing and shelf-break fronts on the southern flank. The clockwise movement back to the southern flank occurred via three primary paths: (1) along the northwestern edge where the bottom topography varies sharply in both along-and cross-bank directions; (2) between the 50-to 60-m isobaths along the tidal mixing front; and (3) along the 100-m isobath at the outer edge of the bank. These three paths are very similar to the drifter trajectories observed by Limeburner and Beardsley [1996] . There was no significant cross-frontal particle movement near the surface, except at the northwestern edge where particles are carried southeastward onto the bank as a smallscale clockwise gyre.
[30] The basic pattern of the near-bottom particle trajectories is similar to that observed near the surface, except on the northeastern slope where particles tended to move westward along the bank. On the southern flank, the nearbottom trajectories originating between the 60-and 70-m isobaths in the stratified region and near the 40-m isobath in the mixed region converged toward the tidal mixing front around the 45-to 50-m isobaths (Figures 12 and 13) . A second convergence zone was seen near the 80-m isobath in the shelf-break front, where particles over the outer shelf up to the 70-m isobath moved toward the base of the front and then upward in the front (Figure 13 ). This indicates that the near-bottom particle motion was divergent between the tidal mixing and shelf-break fronts on the southern flank. Further examination of other particle trajectories on the southern flank showed that the location of this divergence zone varied along the bank in association with the along-bank location of the shelf-break front.
[31] On the northern flank, remarkable on-bank flows occurred at the northwestern and northern edges. Particles released near the bottom tended to move upward on their eastward along-bank journey. For example, a particle released near the bottom at a depth of 155 m moved up to 20 m below the surface over 14 tidal cycles (about 7 days) before it left the northern flank (Figure 14) . Similar trajectories were found in the rest area of the northern flank, which were consistent with our earlier finding that the Lagrangian velocity generally opposed the Eulerian velocity on the northern flank.
[32] The effects of wind-forcing on the near-surface particle motion on GB varies with water depth, being more important in deeper water where tidal forcing is relatively weaker. In the case with tidal and mean wind stress (jt s j = 0.014 dyne/cm 2 with a northeastward direction) forcing, the near-surface clockwise particle motion seemed to intensify significantly, especially on the northeastern flank where the small-scale eddy-like particle trajectories were replaced by more-organized along-isobath motion (Figure 11b ). The addition of mean wind-forcing enhanced the near-surface convergence toward the shelf-break front and caused an offbank movement near the surface at the shelf break off the 100-m isobath. No significant near-surface cross-frontal particle movement was found near the tidal mixing front in the case with mean wind stress forcing.
[33] In the case with tidal and time-dependent wind stress forcing (Figure 11c ), the near-surface particle trajectories were more complex but the basic pattern of clockwise motion remains unchanged. The time-varying wind stress led to significant off-bank Ekman transport on the outer shelf of the southern flank, which was more evident than in the case with mean wind-forcing even though the total momentum input for both cases were the same. Both mean and time-dependent wind stress had relatively little influence on particle movement near the bottom since the nearbottom particle trajectories remain almost unchanged in the three cases (Figure 11c ).
[34] Comparisons of selected particle trajectories for the three forcing cases are shown in Figure 15 . At the northwestern edge, the near-surface particles tended to move onto the center of the bank with tide only and tide plus mean wind-forcing, but were carried eastward along the bank with time-dependent wind-forcing. Near-surface particles starting at the 60-m isobath on the northern flank moved eastward along the 100-m isobath, then turned on-bank to move along the 60-m isobath with tide only and tide plus mean wind-forcing. The same particles turned on-bank earlier and moved southward between the 40-and 60-m isobaths with time-dependent wind stress forcing. At the center of the bank, the near-surface particles moved westward, then northward and northeastward to flow along the bank with tide only forcing. These particles were trapped in the center within the 40-m isobath with the addition of mean windforcing. Time-dependent wind-forcing caused these same particles to move southward and southwestward toward the tidal mixing front near the 60-m isobath. On the southern flank, the near-surface particles starting at the 40-m isobath in all three forcing cases moved westward and then northeastward along the bank, with the particles with timedependent wind stress forcing crossing the tidal mixing front onto the center of the bank. For the spatially uniform wind stress fields used here, only the near-surface particle movement over the center and eastern side of the outer southern flank exhibited significant wind-induced off-bank movement. Over the western side of the outer southern flank, the near-surface particle movement was due primarily to tidal forcing. The addition of wind-forcing to summer stratification modifies only slightly the speed and direction (and thus movement) of near-bottom particles. This indicated that the near-bottom cross-frontal particle motion was due mainly to tidal forcing, as suggested by earlier 2-D model results [Chen and Beardsley, 1998 ].
January --February Case
[35] In January-February, near-surface particles tended to move clockwise around GB and westward over the outer shelf on the southern flank (Figure 16 ) only in the case of tide forcing only. The addition of the mean southeastward (jt s j = 0.011 dyne/cm 2 ) or the time-dependent wind stress changed the particle motion significantly. The closed nature of the clockwise Lagrangian flow on GB shown in Figure  16a disappeared, and instead, the near-surface particles tended to be carried off-bank (''washed off'') along the center and western regions of the outer southern flank. The near-surface particle trajectories were more complex with time varying wind stress. Unlike July -August, episodic cold fronts and coastal lows frequently moved over GB in January -February, causing large wind stress fluctuations.
On the other hand, the addition of wind-forcing caused little change in the near-bottom particle movement. Thus winddriven on/off-bank particle movement occurred primarily through the surface Ekman transport in the climatological winter mean condition with no storm passages.
[36] The tidal mixing front was absent on the southern flank of the bank due to the lack of vertical stratification in the January -February density field. The shelf-break front was weaker during that period and located off-bank from its July -August position. Thus in January -February, the particle trajectories exhibited only a weak convergence near the bottom at the on-bank edge of the shelf-break front on the southern flank. On the northern flank, the winter nearbottom particle trajectories were similar to those found in summer, that is, the particles tended to move upslope in opposition to the downslope Eulerian residual flow there.
Passive Tracer Experiments
[37] In the case with July -August stratification, nearbottom particles tended to move toward the tidal mixing and shelf-break fronts on the southern flank. Some particles even moved across the tidal mixing front near the bottom, suggesting cross-frontal water transport between crest and southern flank. The particle tracking experiments provided us insight into the basic Lagrangian kinematics but did not 
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include the effect of diffusion. To examine the influences of pure motion (advection) and diffusion on the cross-frontal transport of nutrients, we conducted passive tracer experiments with and without diffusion. To reduce numerical artifacts associated with either simple upwind or central difference schemes, we used the Multidimensional Positive Definite Advection Transport Algorithm (MPDATA) introduced by Smolarkiewicz [1984] . The basic concept of MPDATA is the successive application of an upwind scheme with a correction to the first-order truncation error using an ''anti-diffusion'' velocity. The repeated procedure yields a positive definite advection algorithm with secondorder accuracy [Smolarkiewicz and Clark, 1986; Smolarkiewicz and Grabowski, 1990] .
[38] The passive tracer P with concentration of 1 was placed in an area around the tidal mixing front at the end of the 10th model day when the residual current reached a quasi-steady state in the case with July -August stratification and tidal forcing only (Figure 17a ). The vertical thickness of the initial tracer layer was 20 m above the bottom on the southern flank but varied on the northern flank. The tracer was then tracked over 30 model days for the cases with (1) pure advection, (2) advection plus vertical diffusion, and (3) advection plus vertical and horizontal diffusion. The vertical diffusion was computed directly using the MY level 2.5 turbulent closure model and a constant horizontal diffusivity of 20 m 2 /s was used in our numerical experiments. Our description of the tracer movement focused on the northern and southern flanks and the total cross-frontal exchange was estimated around the tidal mixing front over the bank.
[39] In the case with pure advection, the tracer spread both on-and off-bank and upward over the bank (Figure 17) . At the end of the 5th day, the tracer was still concentrated over the slope on the northern flank, and to a lesser extent, at a few locations around the bank. On the southern flank, Figure 11 . The near-surface (left) and near-bottom (right) trajectories of particles over Georges Bank for the three cases with only tide forcing (upper), tide plus mean wind-forcing (middle) and tide plus time-dependent wind-forcing (lower). Each dot indicates the initial location of a particle. The particles were released in the July -August stratified flow field at the end of the 10th model day and followed for 30 days. the tracer had two cores of maximum concentration near the bottom: one near the tidal mixing front around the 60-m isobath and the other near the inshore boundary of the shelfbreak front around the 85-m isobath. This pattern was consistent with a near-bottom divergence zone located between the tidal mixing and shelf-break fronts, as suggested by the Lagrangian particle tracking results.
[40] When vertical diffusion was added, the tracer was spread rapidly upward over much of the bank with little change in the vertical integrated tracer concentration ( Figure  18, left) . This resulted in smaller near-bottom concentrations, especially noticeable on the southern flank. The addition of horizontal diffusion tended to spread out or eliminate the near-bottom maximum concentration cores (Figure 18, right) .
[41] To illustrate the flow of tracer across the front, we considered a control volume covering the top of the bank and surrounded by the boundary of the tidal mixing front, and computed the amount of tracer found within the control volume as a function of time (i.e., if CT is the amount of tracer released initially and CV is the amount of tracer found within the control volume at time t, then 100 Â CV/CT is the percent tracer in the control volume at that time). Figure 19 shows that the amount of tracer within this control volume increased quickly initially and then more slowly with time. In the case with pure advection, the amount reached 20% on model day 30 after the tracer was released, but it dropped to 12% when vertical diffusion was included, and to 15% with both vertical and horizontal diffusion. This suggests that vertical diffusion tends to reduce cross-frontal transport and its effects can cause a decrease of roughly 40% in the total amount of tracer that crosses the tidal mixing front. On the other hand, horizontal diffusion tends to enhance crossfrontal transport and its contribution should depend on the value of the horizontal diffusion coefficient. In these model experiments, the horizontal diffusivity was 20 m 2 /s, and the contribution of horizontal diffusion to the cross-frontal tracer volume could reach 15%.
[42] As shown in the particle tracking experiments, the addition of wind-forcing in summer caused little change in the near-bottom particle motion over GB. Thus there should be little change in the near-bottom cross-frontal flux of tracer due to wind-forcing, which was shown in Figure 19b .
An Analytical Particle Tracking Model
[43] We note here that the particle velocity used in our 3-D Lagrangian particle tracking experiments was calcu- Figure 12 . A 3-D view of selected particle trajectories near the surface and bottom on the southern flank of Georges Bank for the three cases shown in Figure 11 . The dots show the initial locations of the particles. The particles were tracked for 30 days. lated using a bilinear interpolation from the eight nearest grid points in the curvilinear s-coordinate system. The interpolation errors depend on horizontal and vertical resolution, which theoretically can be made smaller using higher grid resolution. Since the vertical velocity was normally one or two orders of magnitude smaller than the horizontal velocity, interpolation errors in the vertical was probably more critical, particularly over regions of steep bottom slope like the northern flank of GB. To check if our model results based on particle tracking were robust, we reran some experiments using 61 s-levels and found quite similar results. As in the original 31 s-level experiments, the tideinduced Lagrangian and Eulerian residual flows were in opposite directions over the steep northern slope. To further test this result, we developed the following idealized model to examine Lagrangian particle motion over steep topography and applied this model to the northern flank of GB.
[44] The basic character of the cross-bank current on the northern flank can be captured by a sum of tidal and residual currents as expressed in the stream function
where x and z are Cartesian coordinates, positive on-bank and upward (see Figure 20) ; ψ T and ψ R are the stream functions for tidal and residual currents, respectively; H d the water depth off the bank; U d the vertically averaged tidal current velocity off the bank; H(x) the water depth; w the M 2 tidal frequency; A o the magnitude of the residual stream function; L the horizontal scale of the residual circulation cell; and z B the thickness of the bottom boundary layer. Figure 13 . A 2-D view of selected near-bottom particle trajectories in the cross-bank direction on the southern flank of Georges Bank for the three cases shown in Figure 11 . The dots denote the initial positions of the particles. The particles are tracked for 30 days. Figure 14 . A 2-D view of selected near-bottom particle trajectories in the cross-bank direction on the northern (section 1) flank of Georges Bank for the three cases shown in Figure 11 . The thin gray solid lines show the particle paths plotted hourly and the thick black lines show the residual particle motion (averaged over a tidal cycle). The dot shows the initial position of the particle.
[45] For an incompressible fluid and nondivergent flow, the horizontal and vertical velocities can be expressed using the stream function as
[46] The bottom depth is specified as a cosine function over the slope linking constant values on top of and off the bank, with the form of
where H s = 40 m, H d = 300 m, and L s is the width of the slope.
[47] In this flow field, the tidal current is characterized by a barotropic periodic motion with a cross-slope volume flux that varies only in time, while the residual flow is given by a double cell circulation with relatively strong downwelling in the bottom boundary on the upper slope. Particles were released near the bottom on the slope and tracked using the [48] Figure 21 shows the residual movement of particles tracked over 10 tidal cycles for two cases, L s = 20 km (bottom slope a = 0.013) and 10 km (a = 0.026) respectively, in which L equals L s to ensure the slope contains similar two double-cell circulation patterns for the two cases. In the first case with no tidal component, particles move clockwise following the streamlines of the steady Eulerian residual flow, with downward flow near the bottom on the slope. When the tidal current is added, particles still tend to move clockwise but with reduced speed and different paths. In case two with steeper bottom slope, the particles near the bottom reverse and move upslope in the opposite direction to the Eulerian residual velocity. This result suggests that for a given flow field, the slope of the bottom topography has a critical impact on the particle movement. On the northern flank of GB, the bottom slope is about 0.025 or larger, comparable to that used in our second case. This supports the idea that the near-bottom particle motion can oppose the Eulerian residual flow on the northern flank of GB.
[49] Additional experiments with this idealized model show that the direction of particle motion is related also to the thickness of the slope bottom boundary layer and strength of the tidal flow. For a given flow field (U d , A o , L, L s ), as z B increases, the particles near the top of the bottom boundary layer tend to reverse sooner than particles near the bottom. This tendency does not occur when U s (the cross-isobath tidal Figure 16 . Near-surface (left) and near-bottom (right) trajectories of particles over Georges Bank for the three cases with tide only forcing (upper), tide plus mean wind-forcing (middle) and tide plus timedependent wind-forcing (lower). Each dot indicates the initial location of a particle. The particles were released in the January -February stratified flow field at the end of the 10th model day and followed for 30 days. velocity at 40 m) is reduced. Varying A o has no significant impact on the direction of the particle trajectories since it is in general one order of magnitude smaller than U s . The key parameter that controls the direction of the particle trajectories is the ratio of tidal excursion scale l o ¼ U s v À Á to the topographic length scale L s . l o is about 8.5 km in our experiments, which is about two times smaller than L s = 20 km in the first case and the same order with L s = 10 km in the second case. The change in the particle movement found in the second case is clearly due to the strong nonlinearity of tidal currents over a steep bottom slope as suggested in the scale analysis by Chen and Beardsley [1998] .
[50] It should be noted here that the specific particle drift direction in the case of periodic tidal flow depends on the phase of the tide at the time of the particle release. The drift results described above would be different if the release was made at a different time during the tidal period. The discussion above only demonstrate only that the residual Lagrangian current can oppose the Eulerian current as the bottom slope becomes steep.
Discussion and Conclusions
[51] Characteristics of the cross-frontal water exchange on Georges Bank have been investigated through fluid particle tracking experiments conducted with a 3-D numerical circulation model with realistic topography, bi-monthly averaged initial stratification, and tidal and surface wind stress forcing. These model experiments suggest two primary paths for on-bank, cross-frontal water transport: one at the northwestern flank of GB where the bottom topography changes sharply in both along-and cross-bank directions, and the second near the bottom around the bank where the tidal mixing front is located. At the northwestern edge of GB, the strong cross-isobath flow occurs in all seasons, and accounts for the most significant on-bank water transport over GB. On the northern flank, the cross-bank component of the Lagrangian residual current is generally opposite in direction to that of the Eulerian residual current, resulting in a strong on-bank, cross-frontal flow along the bottom. On the southern flank in the zone between the tidal mixing and shelf-break fronts, the near-bottom particles move toward both fronts, causing a near-bottom divergence in this zone.
[52] The response of the model flow to wind-forcing varies with water depth. In winter, the strong wind stress tends to drive a significant off-bank water transport that can lead to a ''washout'' of the bank's near-surface waters. The washout events, however, are generally restricted to the surface Ekman layer in the upper water column with little influence on the bottom flow except during extreme storms. In summer, the wind is too weak to alter the general pattern of tidal-driven particle trajectories within the mixed region and at the tidal mixing front. Some wind-driven off-bank flow occurs near the surface in the stratified region on the outer southern flank, but there is little change in the nearbottom flow field. The wind-driven off-bank transport is larger in the case of time-dependent wind stress forcing than in the case with steady forcing, even though the total input of momentum is the same in both cases.
[53] To help check the results of the particle tracking experiments, experiments were conducted with summer stratification and tidal forcing in which a passive tracer was placed near the bottom over the bank and followed over many tidal periods. Evolution of the tracer field by advection only reveals a flux of tracer across the tidal mixing front into the mixed region on top of the bank. The addition of vertical diffusion allows an upward flux of tracer that reduces the near-bottom cross-front flux, while horizontal diffusion tends to increase the cross-front flux.
[54] As a further test of the model residual Lagrangian flow results, particles were tracked in an idealized 2-D flow field chosen to mimic the tidal and residual Eulerian flow over the northern flank of the bank. For a given tidal and residual flow, the direction of the tidal-cycle residual particle trajectories is sensitive to the bottom slope. For small slope, the particle residual motion follows the Eulerian residual flow. For large slope, the particle motion can reverse and move opposite to the Eulerian residual flow. The direction of the particle trajectories depends on the nonlinearity of the tidal motion that can be estimated based on the ratio of the tidal excursion scale to the topographic length scale.
[55] The model results presented here are in general consistent with previous model experiments on GB conducted by Loder et al. [1997] and Chen and Beardsley [1998] . The near-surface particle trajectories predicted in our experiments are similar to observed Lagrangian drifter tracks described by Limeburner and Beardsley [1996] and Naimie et al. [2001] . The near-bottom convergence flow found at the shelf-break front on the southern flank supports the theoretical model predictions of Chapman and Gawarkiewicz [1993] , Gawarkiewicz [1993] , and Chapman and Lentz [1994] .
[56] Recently, during the 1999 U.S. GLOBEC Northwest Atlantic/Georges Bank phase III studies, a fluorescent dye was injected into the stratified region of the bottom mixed layer on the southern and northern flanks of GB and tracked for several days to measure directly the near-bottom crossbank Lagrangian flow [Houghton and Ho, 2001] . The dye mixed vertically throughout the bottom mixed layer and moved toward the tidal mixing front. A mean on-bank Lagrangian velocity of the dye was about 1.9 cm/s on the southern flank and 3.2 cm/s on the northern flank, which is in good agreement with the model-predicted mean Lagrangian velocity of about 1.5-2.2 cm/s on the southern flank and about 3.0 cm/s on the northern flank. This suggests that our model-predicted Lagrangian flow in this present study is robust. Using diffusivities estimated from the dispersion of the dye patch, Houghton and Ho [2001] found that vertical mixing was primarily responsible for modifying the T/S properties of the water as it flowed across the tidal mixing front. Our tracer experiments show that the vertical diffusion within the frontal zone tended to reduce the crossfrontal water exchange on GB, which appears to be consistent with the dye tracking results. It should be pointed out that the reduction of cross-frontal water exchange due to vertical diffusion also applies to the near-bottom scalars. After tracers are diffused upward into the upper water column, the cross-frontal transport of these scalars would be controlled by the interaction of the tidal-induced clockwise residual gyre and wind-induced currents. In addition, the cross-bank horizontal diffusion coefficient derived by R. Houghton (personal communication) from the dye patch evolution was roughly the same (20 m 2 /s) as used in our model experiments. A more detailed model simulation of the 1999 dye experiment will be conducted as part of the U.S. GLOBEC phase IV analysis effort.
[57] Our results with realistic 3-D model topography support the 3-D spatial distribution of model-predicted nutrients and phytoplankton shown by Franks and Chen [1996, 2001] . Our fluid particle tracking experiments exhibit a strong residual near-bottom Lagrangian upwelling on the northern and northeastern flank, and a near-bottom convergent flow and hence upwelling at the tidal mixing front on the southern flank. This pattern of vertical motion helps explains the high concentration of nutrients usually found around the tidal mixing front on GB during summer [Horne et al., 1989] The strong cross-isobath flow found on the northwestern flank may be a major on-bank pathway for copepods and perhaps larval fish in late spring and summer.
[58] The fact that fluid particles over the northern flank of GB generally move in the opposite direction to the Eulerian residual flow raises a critical issue in the methodology of estimating cross-frontal water and nutrient fluxes. This finding supports Loder and Horne's [1991] suggestion that the ''skew flux,'' which arises when a strong nonlinear tidal flow exists in a scalar field with spatial gradients, must be taken into account when the nutrient flux onto GB is estimated.
